
JUNE/JULY MODIFICATIONS TO THE AG ACT 

(1) Increased work authorization periods. Ensures that all workers are eligible for a 3-year 
work authorization period, no matter the industry or whether it is their first visa. The maximum 
cumulative, periodic touchback requirement is 60 days. 

(2) Cap. Provides that, in the first two years only (to help with the transition), if the cap has been 
reached, and if the automatic 10% escalator is triggered and the resulting cap is also reached, the 
Secretary shall raise the cap for that year further to a level he/she deems appropriate. While the 
10% automatic escalator will affect the base cap for the following year, this “emergency cap” by 
the Secretary will not affect the base cap for the following year. In subsequent years, the 
Secretary can raise the cap up to an additional 10% in the event that visas allocated by the 
automatic escalator are exhausted. 

(3) Edit to the Secretary’s emergency escalator authority. To prevent the possibility that a 
rulemaking could result in crops rotting in the field in the transitional years of the H-2C program, 
the Secretary will not be required to determine that there is a “severe shortage” of workers before 
using the emergency escalator authority. This requirement is replaced with a mathematical 
approach. The result is that during either of the first two years of the new H-2C program, if the 
base cap is reached and thus the automatic 10% escalator is activated, when 80% of those 
additional visas are issued pursuant to the automatic escalator, the Secretary shall increase the 
cap for that year by an additional amount determined by the Secretary.   

(4) Database of at-will workers. Adds discretionary authority for the Secretary to create a 
database of at-will workers and give the Secretary the ability to charge a fee for farmers to use 
the database to pay for it 

(5) H-2A overlap. Allows H-2A to continue to be an option for one year after the new H-2C 
program begins to help with the transition as farmers petition for and transition their current 
workforce.  

(6) Elibility dates. Updates the date by which H-2A workers will be eligible for the H-2C 
program without counting against the annual cap to ensure that H-2A workers in the current 
growing season are eligible. 

(7) Liability protection. Include limited liability protection for farmers/workers who petition to 
be in the new H-2C program. The protection would be for the knowledge these individuals are 
required to disclose in their petitions (including information about legal status and work in ag for 
the requisite time period). This expressly addresses the unspoken intent of the underlying 
guestworker program, which allows a process for transitioning to a legal workforce. However, 
this protection will end if a worker is denied eligibility under the bill and it would end after the 
period for petitioning the current workforce is over. 

(8) Health insurance mandate. Provides that if a state has catastrophic health insurance 
coverage available and for which an H-2C worker eligible, then the worker must either 1) 
purchase that catastrophic insurance, or 2) purchase any other insurance coverage he/she 



qualifies for. Otherwise, the portion of the worker’s wages that the underlying bill requires to be 
escrowed will be forfeited to the general treasury. If no catastrophic insurance is available, then 
there is no penalty for not having insurance coverage. 

(9) Clarification of horse industry eligibility for H-2C program. Clarifies that “activities 
related to the management and training of equines” are included in the definition of agricultural 
labor or services. 
 
(10) H-2A eligibility for the dairy industry upon enactment. Rather than forcing the dairy 
industry to wait until H-2C becomes available in order to access legal guestworkers, this 
modification permits dairy employers to petition for H-2A workers immediately upon enactment 
of the bill.   
 


